
A contemplative designer with a stellar reputation for creating unique 
interiors throughout Toronto and internationally, Ariel Muller cares most 
about satisfying his clients’ lifestyle needs and desires. With strict 
adherence to proven architectural principles, he works in all genres
desigdesigning exquisite environments that combine custom fabrications using 
interesting woods and metals, luxurious textiles, fine appointments, and 
personal art collections. Ariel’s eye for melding classic elements with 
modern accents is masterful, while his sensitivity to function, comfort and 
integrating the most current technologies is apparent the moment
one enters his meticulously designed spaces.







Above: Strong yet inving, the combinaon of arully moulded
stone, forged metal ironwork, copper fixtures and earthen-hued
velvet drapery exudes serene, natural elegance.

Right: An inving rusc ambience is reflected throughout the
home; a custom console with framed oversized mirror enhances
the hallway and opens up the space.

FFacing Page Top: A great room’s warmth defies its impressive
scale. Soaring ceilings and expansive views mesh with welcoming 
seang areas and rich wood tones for the ulmate log home
experience combining comfort and luxury.

Facing Page Boom: Nestled under the mezzanine and anchoring
an expansive great room, the double island kitchen with bespoke
cabinetry and granite elements dely conceals appliances, thus
ppreserving funcon without sacrificing form.

Previous Page: We designed a handcraed bubinga wood dining
table with comfortable espresso leather and chenille chairs to
meld with chocolate brown reclaimed elm floors. The handsome
presentaon of rusc grandeur is reminiscent of a stately lodge.
Photographs by John Trigiani



Above: We created a concert of classical details to draw one in.
A sophisticated rosewood Steinway piano is complemented by
refined accents, including antique glass drapery finials, luxuriously 
tactile fabrics and an exquisite Chihuly glass centerpiece.

Facing Page Top: Enveloped by tufted silk chairs and paneled
walls,walls, the grand sapele pommele wood table mirrors an oval-
domed classical ceiling creating an elegant dining atmosphere.

Facing Page Bottom: The vaulted great room uses veiled
technology, graceful chandeliers and generous seating to provide 
a versatile gathering space. Its classical lines and family-friendly 
appointments combine traditional good looks with livability.
Photographs by David Whittaker

“Formality and practicality can coexist.”

Ariel Muller







“The greatest pleasure is working with people 
and briniging out their tastes, preferences and 
desires.”

Ariel Muller

Top: From the curvilinear anigre wood bar to the modern stools, fluid
lines mimic the captivating saltwater aquarium to provide a casual-chic
food and wine setting.
Photograph by John Trigiani

Center: Quiet moments call for a natural stone fireplace with organic
wood mantel complemented by custom chairs and an artisan burlwood
and bronze coffee table.and bronze coffee table.
Photograph by John Trigiani

Bottom: Creating drama in a modern space, an uplit onyx counter is
supported by its figured anigre wood vanity with a custom bronze vessel.
Photograph by David Whittaker

Facing Page Top: Seamlessly merging form and function, the media
room’s classic contemporary aesthetic creates a cocooning effect
through natural elements and carefully concealed technologthrough natural elements and carefully concealed technology.
Photograph by David Whittaker

Facing Page Bottom: Surrounded by hand-chiseled stone walls, the
infinity tub’s continuously cascading water cultivates an air of tranquility
in the master ensuite retreat.
Photograph by John Trigiani


